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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Cross-Curricular Writing Scale

4
Precise focus: Provides an insightful, precise focus (thesis, claim, or controlling idea) that demonstrates an in-
depth understanding of the topic or text; focus accurately represents the discipline from a unique perspective 
supported clearly and consistently throughout the writing

Development: Creates clear and extended relationships among claims, reasons, evidence, and counterclaims, and 
provides logical reasoning backed with sufficient and relevant data, evidence, or examples from the text (as well as 
additional texts as relevant) to support the claim thoroughly and clearly

Language and style: Demonstrates an expansive command of precise academic and discipline-specific 
vocabulary; piece mirrors the tone and style of the discipline

Fluency: Creates a flow with a natural and unobtrusive cadence, bringing the message to the forefront and 
freeing the reader to only focus on the unique ideas present

3
Precise focus: States clear, precise focus (thesis, claim, or controlling idea) that demonstrates understanding of 
the topic or text, accurately represents the discipline, and maintains the focus clearly and consistently throughout 
the writing

Development: Clarifies most relationships among claims, reasons, evidence, and counterclaims, and provides 
logical reasoning backed with sufficient and relevant data, evidence, or examples from the text (as relevant) to 
support the claim thoroughly and clearly

Language and style: Uses grade-appropriate academic and discipline-specific vocabulary and maintains a 
consistent, proper tone and style for the field of expertise

Fluency: Connects ideas using syntactic variety (varied sentence structures with smooth transitional words and 
phrases), generating a natural cadence that enhances reader comprehension and interest; minor errors do not 
interrupt message flow

2
Precise focus: States a focus (thesis, claim, or controlling idea), but the statement is not precise or the follow-up 
support tends to shift through a variety of details linked to the text or topic

Development: Notes some of the important relationships among claims, reasons, and evidence but is weak in 
addressing counterclaims; offers some reasoning but uses little relevant data, evidence, or examples from the text 
(as relevant) to support the claim

Language and style: Uses many academic and discipline-specific terms, but the effort is choppy; some discipline-
specific terms are lacking clarity (for example, dropped in sentences at inappropriate times or in inaccurate ways); 
tone does not align with the type of writing required within the discipline

Fluency: Uses complete sentences with limited variance in structures (for example, favors simple and compound 
sentences); limited use of varied transitional words and phrases causes a staccato or stutter to the reading effort, 
but the message is still clear

1
Precise focus: Provides a content-related idea but there is no formal focus (thesis, claim, or controlling idea), and 
the writing is not tightly or accurately linked to the related topic or text

Development: Few attempts are made to make connections between claims, reasons, or evidence; details are 
shared to support the message but reasoning is missing

Language and style: Employs basic vocabulary, seldom referencing the necessary grade-appropriate academic 
and discipline-specific vocabulary; vocabulary interrupts the tone

Fluency: Develops some complete sentences but still has some fragments; offers very few transition words or 
relies heavily on the same transition words; message is blurred as readers struggle to interpret the sentences
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